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Soak Off Gel Colour is beautifully 

formulated to glide on just like 

polish…then light-cured, just like gel. 

Colour Gloss™ cures in only 30 

seconds drying to a flexible yet 

strong, super shiny, lacquer-like gloss. 

Colour Gloss™ is available in dozens 

of high fashion colors, from demure 

to dynamite. Colour Gloss™ wears 

for up to three weeks without 

chipping, dulling, cracking or peeling 

and soaks off quickly and completely 

in minutes, without any damage to 

the natural nail. For more 

information, please visit:  

 

www.ArtisticNailDesign.com 
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SUPERMODEL NAOMI CAMPBELL WEARS ARTISTIC LIQUID &  

POWDER AND COLOUR GLOSS  

 

U.K. Superstar Flashes Stunning Pink Manicure While On National Television  

MISSOURI, USA – (October 2013) – Supermodel Naomi Campbell, who has 

established herself as one of the top three most recognizable and in-demand 

models of all time, was seen on Saturday night’s Jonathan Ross show wearing 

Artistic Rock Hard Liquid and Powder on her nails. In her interview with Ross, 

Campbell started to break down as she spoke about her anger issues and drug 

addictions, compelling her to bring her hands up to her face and show off her 

manicure and dazzling rings.  

 

Celebrity nail technician, Michelle Class, used Artistic Rock Hard Liquid and 

Powder to sculpt and create strength – and to develop the perfect shape to 

Naomi’s nails before applying Artistic Colour Gloss shade Precious, a natural baby 

pink. The pink hue was a perfect compliment to Campbell’s skin tone.  

 

In addition to wearing Artistic Rock Hard Liquid & Powder and Colour Gloss in 

Precious on her nails, Class also applied Cheeky, a burnt orange-red on her toes.  

 

"It's so exciting when we hear of another celebrity wearing our products.  We are 

constantly complimented on our color range so it's no surprise that Artistic 

Colour Gloss get's chosen often by celebrities for public appearances,” states 

Artistic Nail Design executive vice president and creative director Alisha Rimando 

Botero.  
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